
Lesson six  

What Is a Computer ? 
 

I . Comprehension 

 

A. Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer : 

���������	
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������     

 

1. Computers help doctors to do researches , chemists to design drugs and disabled people to learn 

skills . They're able to perform so many different tasks . The above sentences tell us ……  . 

a) disabled people do research to design drugs 

b) doctors teach the disabled people different skills 

c) computers are used in research projects 

d) computers should only do certain tasks 

 

2. They switched the conversation to a different topic when she came in . This sentence means … 

a) she didn't want them to hear her conversation  b) she had different topics to talk about 

c) they didn't like her to hear their conversation  d) they had different topics to talk about 

 

3. No one can deny the importance of computers . It means that …………..  . 

a) no one understand the importance of computers 

b) only a few people say that computers are important 

c) everybody agrees that computers are important 

d) nobody has found out the importance of computers 

 

 

B. Cloze test :  

 

Fill in the blanks with the best choice : ������� !�"�#��$�%	�������&�������������������������������������������������������  
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Computers are . . (4) . . all our lives and  also old ways of doing things with their  superhuman speed. 

They come in different  . . (5) . .  - from very large to small pocketsize  ones. They can 

  . . (6) . . be used in any  . . (7) . . of activity. No one can  . . (8) . . their influence and  . . (9) . .. . 

 

4. a) changed   b) changing   c) change   c) changes 

5. a) shapes   b) boxes   c) sizes    d) cartons 

6. a) never   b) seldom   c) hardly   d) often 

7. a) fields   b) terms   c) lines    d) values 

8. a) understand  b) deny   c) forget   d) remember 

9. a) importance  b) guidance   c) existence   d) influence 
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Mr. Johnson looked at his watch . It was half past seven. He . . .10. . . very quickly. Then he . . .11. .  and 

put on his clothes. He was late as usual, so he didn't have . . 12 . . . for breakfast . He . . .13. . . 

 all the way to the bus . ..14... and he arrived there in time. He never eats anything in the . . .15... .  

He always says, "It is nice to have breakfast in the morning, but it is nicer to lie in bed." 

 

10. a) turned on  b) turned off   c) picked up   d) got up 

11. a) washed   b) ordered   c) performed   d) recorded 

12. a) food   b) bread   c) money   d) time 

13. a) looked   b) held    c) watched   d) ran 

14. a) site   b) plain   c) place    d) station   

15. a) a) morning  b) evening   c) afternoon   d) weekend 



 

II. Vocabulary  
 

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given :                                   ������&������� !�"�#���'�(�')�)����*�����  

 

 

   capacity – switched – tower – available – field – separate – otherwise – perform – information   

 

 

16. That book was ............ six years ago. 

17. Does he know the answer to the math problem? No, his ........... is chemistry. 

18. Computers do so many tasks by means of processing .......... . 

19. My brothers sleep together, but my sister and I have............... rooms 

20. The …………. of London attracts a lot of tourists every year. 

21. He has a great ………….. to learn math. 

22. Please, don't take off your coat , ……………. you will get cold. 

23. The hotel is full, so there are no rooms ……………..  . 

 

B. Complete the sentences with your own words :                      ������&����)�"�����*+��������%�,�������   

 

24. A …........... performs a lot of tasks by means of processing information. 

25. A person who files an airplane as a job is called a ............. . 

26. What's your …………. of interest ? It's art . 

27. Do you know the ………….. of Eiffel tower ? No , I don't .  

28. We can give instructions called ………….. to a computer which tell it exactly what to do . 

29. …………….. people can not use some parts of their body properly . 

 

 

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the words in parentheses :  

������&�����	
�%-�&"�)����*������&.(������� !�"�#��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������  

 

 30. My friend is too ......... with his money .       ( care) 

31. The most important ………. of a computer is in medicine . ( useful ) 

32. The little boy feels ......... because his mother has come back home. (happy) 

33. Do you believe that money brings …………….  ? ( happy )  

 

D. Choose the correct answer : ���������	
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������   

 

34. I think Ali is an intelligent student with a ………… for learning any subjects . 

a) capacity   b) behavior   c) mystery   d) endeavor 

 

35.  Reza is the giant of his team . He's 6 feet tall . " Giant " means very ……………  . 

a) thin    b) young   c) large   d) old 

 

36. The medicine which has been ordered by the doctor is not ………….. in the drugstores . 

a) dangerous   b) available   c) fashionable   d) serious 

 

37. All the space flights have given us new ……..about our earth and our universe. 

a) migration   b) invitation   c) information               d) instruction 

 

38. The operation was …………… by a team of doctors at Razi Hospital . 

a) forbidden   b) refused   c) performed            d) produced 

 

39. The teacher asked his students to write the answers on a …………. piece of paper . 

a) separate   b) average   c) brief    d) serious 

 



 

Learn about synonyms and antonyms : 

 

drug = medicine      properly # incorrectly   

endeavour = try hard = effort     separate # similar 

orbit = go round      receive # send 

perform = do       giant # small 

properly = correctly      deny # agree 

separate = different      success # failure  

switch = change      right # left 

task = work = duty = job      

giant = very large 

furthermore = in addition to 

constantly = continuously 

handle = control 

 

 

III. Grammar :  
                                                           Passive Sentences (  be  +  PP  ) 

 

 

A. Put the words in the right order : ���,�/���*����	����0������*�������������������������������������������������������������   

  

40. done - by - homework - the students - should - how much - be - ? 

 

41. was – two years – bridge – ago – built – the - . 

 

42. be – outside – cars – must – parked – those - . 

 

43. bought – for – him – has – what – been - ?  

 

 

B. Complete the following sentences based on the sentence given : 

������&�������12�
������'�(�')�)������3�4��%������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
  

44. The boys was seen near the park last night . 

Where ………………………………………….  ? 

 

45. The house will be finished next year . 

When …………………………………………….  ? 

 

 

C. Look at the picture and answer the question : 5������������6�74����%�����8)�94�-���������������������   

 

 

 

46. Should Betty's hands be washed ?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

47. Where is the car parked ? 

 

 



 

D. Choose the correct answer : ���������	
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������   

 

48. Did the mechanic fix your car this morning ? No , it …….. tomorrow . 

a) fixes   b) will fix   c) has been fix   d) will be fixed 

 

49. Can you move into your new apartment? " " No, it......... yet." 

a) hasn't painted b) wasn't painted           c) didn't paint               d) hasn't been painted 

 

50. Teams from many countries .............. to take part in the previous Olympic Games.  

a) didn't invite            b) have not been invited   c) have not invited              d) were invited 

 

51. The girl disappeared two days before she ............... to be missing. 

a)  reported  b) is reported   c)   was reported                  d) has reported 

 

52. Millions of facts can ………...... in computers. 

a) be storing  b) store                             c) be stored   d) have stored 

 

53. When we got to the stadium we found that the game................  . 

a) had finished  b) has been finished                 c) would finish                       d) had been finished 

 

54. "Can we park our car here?"        "I'm afraid not. It..... outside, sir." 

a) must park  b) must be parked                    c) must be parking                 d) must have parked 

 

55. Winter Olympic Games ..... in countries with snow - covered mountains. 

a) have held  b) hold                             c) are holding                     d) are held 

 

 

IV . Language Function  
 

Match the groups of sentences : ���8)�:���%;��.���������������������������������������������������������������������������������  

 
56. Is the post office far from here?     a) It's down this street .  

57. How do I get to the airport ?     b) Go straight on . 

58. Where is the bus station, please?     c) Sorry , I don't know . 

         d) Yes, it's Sadi square . 

 

V. Pronunciation  
 

59. Which word has " stress " on the first syllable ? 

a) classes   b) believe   c) hotel   d) decided 

 

60. Which word has " stress " on the last syllable ? 

a) department   b) wanted   c) forget   d) brother 

 

61. Which word has the same stress as in " computer " ? 

a) migration   b) Lebanese   c) enough            d) dictionary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

VI. Reading Comprehension  

 
Read the passage and answer the questions :                            ��8)�94�-��<�74����=���
�����>2)�������$	�  
 

 

Jungles are always useful to men in many ways. Wood is necessary for making all kinds of things. 

Countries which have a lot of trees , get more rain than those which are treeless; and wherever trees 

grow especially on mountains, they stop heavy rain from washing the earth away into the valleys and 

leaving only rocks. But long ago men were  so afraid of jungles, and feared to go into them. It was 

easy to lose one's way ,for the roads were often difficult to follow. A very real danger was wild 

animals.  

Today ,however, everybody thinks more of  beautiful things in a jungle and less the danger. 

 

 

62. Is wood necessary for making doors and boats? 

 

63. Why did people lose their way the jungle? 

 

64. If we destroy our jungles , we'll have less rain,    

a) true                 b) false  

 

65. Heavy rain washes the earth into the valley.          

a) true                 b) false 

 

 

 

 

 


